Atmospheric aerosol particles may undergo phase separation due to differences in miscibility. This alters the morphology of particles such that they are no longer well-mixed, simple spheres. As a result, scattering and absorption of sunlight in Earth's atmosphere could be affected. In turn, this may alter direct climate forcing by aerosols. In this work we examine the impact of phase separation on aerosol optics for the bi-sphere, core-shell, and engulfed morphologies. We find bi-spherical particles often exhibit very different scattering and absorption cross-sections for a mid-visible wavelength (0.53 lm) relative to an equivalent, volume-weighted spherical case. Optical differences are largely driven by the particle shape, rather than differences in refractive index between phases. However, when averaged across a typical urban particle size distribution, the differences in light scattering largely vanish and bi-sphere and volume equivalent models generally agreed to within 10% for dielectric particles. For particles that are light absorbing, the bi-sphere and volume averaged cases often yielded dissimilar results with the volume-averaged case reflecting absorption >10% more than the phase separated particles. This was particularly true for bi-spheres in which one component particle is strongly light absorbing. Core-shell and engulfed morphologies yield volume scattering efficiencies within a few percent of volume-weighted spheres. However, modeled light absorption between the phase separated and volume averaged models frequently differ by >20% when inclusions absorb light strongly. Therefore, modeling light absorption of mixed-phase particles through the volume-mixing rule cannot be recommended.
Introduction
Recent research has discovered that airborne particles dispersed in Earth's atmosphere likely undergo phase separation driven by differences in solubility and molecular polarity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Such internally mixed particles are often described as containing an 'organic' component and an inorganic or aqueous component that phase separate. The 'organic' phase is largely nondescript, being comprised of potentially hundreds of compounds. A fraction of the organic materials may be light absorbing compounds. The inorganic phase is often modeled as ammonium sulfate or ammonium nitrate as these materials have historically been present in atmospheric aerosol in significant quantities. For particles that do phase separate there are many possible morphologies, however, two specific models have emerged. First, a core-shell arrangement can result in which a spherical core of material is coated with a concentric shell of the phase-separated material. A second possibility has been termed 'engulfed' in which phase separated droplets form an interface of variable surface area at the droplet surfaces.
For this work, we consider several of the possible morphologies. One extreme morphology is when particle materials form two spheres (or near spheres) that touch on edge, but remain phase separated. Here, we model this type of particle as a true bi-sphere, in which droplets touch at a single point on their surface. We also consider core-shell morphology, and 'engulfed' particles in which a film of phase-separated material accumulates on the surface of the second solvent. Fig. 1 illustrates micrographs of several phase-separated particles that have appeared in previous literature along with sketches of the particle types and particle categories considered in this report.
Our laboratory has a strong interest in the measurement and modeling of aerosol optics [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Given the apparent inclination for materials in aerosols to phase separate, it is important to understand how this phase separation may influence optical properties of aerosols. Phase separated particles may exhibit additional interfaces of differing refractive index and/or increased surface area relative to homogeneous particles. As a result, the light scattering and absorption properties of the aerosol may be altered because of the biphasic behavior. In essence, the phase separation may cause increased or decreased scattering and absorption. Because aerosol scattering and absorption is believed to affect Earth's climate through direct radiative forcing, understanding the effect of phase separation upon radiative transfer is an important goal.
Lang-Yona et al. [17] have previously investigated core-shell geometries, but to the best of our knowledge this manuscript is one of the first to consider bi-spherical and engulfed geometries caused by phase separation. Here, we use a publically available discrete dipole code (ADDA) [18] to model light scattering and absorption for various phase-separated particles and compare results to volume-averaged equivalent spheres. We carefully constrain the modeling experiments to maintain constant particle volume for the comparison test cases, but simply distribute the volume amongst different shapes. Again, Fig. 1 presents explanatory drawings of each case along with micrographs that inspire each model. The micrographs have all appeared in previous literature. We constrain refractive indices used to reflect authentic aerosol components as much as possible.
Methods

Discrete-dipole modeling
Determination of light scattering and absorption cross-sections (C scat or C abs ; lm 2 ) for individual particles were accomplished through the Amsterdam Discrete Dipole Approximation code [18] (ADDA) downloaded from https://code.google.com/p/a-dda/. This code allows the user to adjust the diameters and refractive index for each sphere independently. For this work, a wavelength of 0.53 microns was always used. Since the optical effects for particles may depend upon their orientation with respect to the incident light beam, averaging optical results for many orientations of the particle is required. The ADDA program treats this problem by sequentially varying three Euler angles (a, b, c) that define the particles orientation with respect to the incident beam. Alpha was modified from 0°to 360°in 32 steps, beta from 0°to 180°in up to 17 steps, and gamma from 0°to 360°in up to 16 steps. Therefore, the optical cross sections and S 11 element of the scattering matrix we report for bi-spheres represent values averaged over many orientations. The accuracy of discrete dipole computations depends upon maintaining a high enough density of dipoles within the scattering particle. For this work, we used the ADDA default setting that provides, at minimum, 10 dipoles per wavelength, per spatial dimension, inside the scattering particle. The exact dipole density varied between runs but was always >16 dipoles per wavelength. For particles with diameters of <k/2, ADDA often used >50 dipoles per k. The number of dipoles used per spatial dimension was similar to accurate results reported in previous literature [19, 20] . In addition, direct comparison of light scattering cross sections obtained from ADDA with exact Mie solutions for spheres of m = 1.53 always yielded agreement to within 2% for 23 tested diameters between 20 nm and 1.5 lm. It appears as if the default dipole density used is effective to reproduce light scattering for spherical geometries. Bisphere particles were generated in ADDA using the Biellipsoid particle shape. The ''coated'' particle shape was used to model core-shell and mostly engulfed particles. Partially engulfed particles were modeled using a user defined particle shape file. This shape file was generated by combining two spheres of varying diameter. One sphere was translated by 25% of the particle diameter in the x-dimension. Then, any points within the shifted sphere that still reside in the volume of the first sphere were deleted. This assures one intact sphere is present (sphere 1) and a thin coating layer is present on a fraction of the spheres area.
The refractive index of volume-weighted equivalent spheres was determined by linearly averaging the real and imaginary portion of refractive indices of component materials weighted by the volume of each component. For example, a bi-sphere composed of two spheres with equivalent diameters and refractive indices of m = 1. 63 + 0.02i and m = 1.53 + 0i would result in a volume weighted refractive index of m = 1.58 + 0.01i. This mixing rule is the simplest of a variety of options previously reported in the literature [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . This mixing rule was always used to generate the volume equivalent sphere test cases, and is referred to as the 'volume-mixing rule. ' The differential scattering cross section can be computed by extracting the S 11 element from the scattering matrix and dividing by k 2 according to Bohren and Huffman [26] :
In this equation, m is the refractive index and k is wavelength. The phase function of scattering (P) is the differential scattering cross section divided by the scattering cross section integrated over all angles (C scat ):
The asymmetry parameter (g) is defined as the intensity weighted average of the cosine of scattering angle [27] 
PðhÞ sin h dh For this work, we determined the asymmetry parameter (g) directly using ADDA. For bi-spheres, the asymmetry parameter will change with particle orientation with respect to the beam. We have simply averaged the asymmetry parameter for 12 random orientations for each bi-sphere considered. Um and McFarquhar have previously averaged asymmetry parameter (g) obtained from ADDA over many particle orientations for the study of ice crystals [28] . Estimation of the backscatter fraction (b) was accomplished using the polynomial suggested by Marshall et al. and the value for asymmetry parameter obtained from ADDA [27] .
Analysis of resultant ADDA data and reconstruction of integrated optical properties
Optical cross-sections obtained were converted to a volumebased scattering or absorption efficiency (/ scat or / abs ) by dividing by the scattering particle's volume (mL), i.e.
/ scat ¼ C scat particle volume ðmLÞ / abs ¼ C abs particle volume ðmLÞ These efficiency parameters allow easy consideration of the quantity of light absorbed or scattered on a per-material basis regardless of particle shape. In this work we report this variable in units of m 2 /mL. Note, this volume scattering and absorption efficiency is not equivalent to single particle scattering and absorption efficiency parameters (so-called Q terms) commonly discussed in light scattering circles.
To better understand the possible effects of partitioning into bi-spheres, we have worked to reconstruct the scattering and absorption coefficient (m
À1
) for a typical urban aerosol. For this reconstruction, we fit a log -normal distribution to the volume concentration data reported by Zhou et al. [29] collected in Pittsburgh (means are reported within ers the extremes of phase partitioning for all material present in the hypothetical sample. In effect, either 100% volume equivalent spheres, or 100% bi-sphere geometry. We have intentionally chosen these extreme cases to better understand the absolute limits of the phase partitioning effect. The reconstructed results should never be considered an average, or representative case.
Results and discussion
Effect of bi-sphere geometry on scattering for homogeneous dielectric particles Fig. 2A illustrates a comparison between light scattering efficiency (/ scat ) for spherical particles and bi-spheres for particles with m = 1.53 + 0i. Here, we define scattering efficiency as the ratio of scattering cross -section (C scat , m 2 ) divided by particle volume (mL). Therefore, this variable expresses the efficiency with which light is scattered on a per-volume basis. This allows direct comparison between different particle morphologies. In addition, the bi-sphere geometry considered in Fig. 2A features two identical particles (both diameter and composition). The particle volume reflects the sum of both spheres.
As observed in the figure the function goes through a maximum for particles of a few hundred nanometers diameter (roughly 10 À13 cm 3 volume) and then becomes smaller before leveling off around a volume of 1 Â 10 À12 cm 3 . For very small particles in the Rayleigh scattering regime, particle shape is not an important factor. Rather, scattering cross sections scale with the number of scattering entities (here molecules) oscillating in-phase. Consequently, little difference is observed between spherical and bi-spherical particles. As the particle volume increases, the plot for bi-spherical geometry (red circles) appears shifted to the right compared to the equivalent sphere case illustrated by the solid black line. This shift is easy to explain from a physical perspective if we invoke a model in which the bi-spheres act largely as independent scatterers. Here, the bi-sphere geometry supports the existence of two identical spheres, both with dimensions that maximize Mie scattering efficiency, while doubling the total particle volume. The volume scattering efficiency (/ scat ) of bi-spheres does not reach the maximum observed for a single sphere. While Fig. 2A illustrates results for m = 1.53, use of a lower refractive index (m = 1.44) for equivalent diameter spheres yielded a similar shift in the efficiency compared to the equivalent sphere case. As such, this shift to larger volume particles appears to be driven by the geometry of the particle rather than refractive index. Fig. 2B further supports the argument that distributing particle volume as a bi-sphere is the driving force behind observed differences. In Fig. 2B , we plot the percent difference in scattering cross-section (C scat ) between the bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere cases (bi-sphere -vol. equiv. sphere/vol. equiv. sphere) as a function of sphere diameter ratio (d 2 /d 1 ) and total particle volume.
As observed, the largest percent difference for k = 0.53 lm occurs for particles in the 0.5-1 fL volume range and for sphere diameter ratios near unity. Below a diameter ratio of approx. 0.75, the percent difference between comparison cases is reduced. This is expected since when the diameter ratio departs significantly from unity, the resultant bi-sphere becomes more similar to the volume equivalent sphere.
For particles with m = 1.53 + 0i, the largest divergence between spherical and bi-sphere geometry seem to occur for particles with sphere equivalent diameters larger than approx. Dp = 600 nm. To examine how partitioning into bi-spheres would affect integrated aerosol optical properties such as scattering or absorption coefficient, we have reconstructed aerosol scattering based on an urban aerosol size distribution reported by Zhou et al. [29] . The volume size distribution used is illustrated in Fig. 2A in blue. Also illustrated in Fig. 2A (solid red and black lines) is the size-resolved scattering coefficient reconstruction for the bi-sphere and equivalent volume sphere cases. Results suggest a slight difference of approx. 4% between the two models, with spherical geometry being higher. This analysis assumed equivalent diameter particles for the bisphere geometry. This shifts the optical results as far as possible from the comparison case of equivalent volume spheres, yet only a 4% difference between models results for a typical urban aerosol. ) for the bi-sphere and equivalent sphere cases. The blue trace is the size distribution used to generate the data adapted from Ref. [29] . Plots of single particle scattering cross-section (m 2 ) normalized to particle volume vs. particle volume (mL) for the bi-sphere ( ) and equivalent sphere (-) cases when m = 1.53 + 0i and d 2 = d 1 . (B) Image plot depicting the percent difference in single particle scattering cross-section between bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere cases as a function of total particle volume and bi-sphere diameter ratio. (C) Plot of volume normalized scattering efficiency (/ scat ) vs. particle volume for bi-spheres with m = 1.53 + 0i and 1.35 + 0i and a volume averaged sphere of m = 1.44 + 0i. (D) Image plot similar to B but for spheres of different refractive index. For this diagram, sphere diameter ratios <1 were also explored since bi-sphere refractive indices differ. Largest difference between the models occurs when particle volume is near 1 femtoliter and bi-sphere diameter ratio near 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Consequently, while differences in scattering cross-section and volume scattering efficiency (/ scat ) are clearly observed, particle phase partitioning to form bi-spheres appears to affect integrated light scattering only minimally for non-light-absorbing, homogeneous particles. However, an exception to this statement would be expected for environments in which the particle size distribution deviates significantly from that used for this analysis.
Phase separation into bi-spheres may result in the two composite particles having different refractive indices. In the previous discussion, we considered bi-spheres with identical refractive index. In Fig. 2C and 2D , we consider the modeled consequences of phase separation for a second case in which the refractive index of the dielectric bi-spheres has a large difference (m = 1.53 + 0i; 1.35 + 0i). These refractive index values were chosen to create a large difference in values, not to mimic any particular components of atmospheric aerosol. The plot of scattering cross-section normalized to volume (/ scat ) vs. particle volume reported in Fig. 2C appears remarkably similar to the previous case. In this case, the distribution shifts right to slightly larger particle volumes for the bi-sphere case. The percent difference between bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere scattering cross-section (C scat ) is plotted in Fig. 2D as a function of total particle volume and sphere diameter ratio. The volume equivalent sphere refractive index used in the model was the volume-weighted value (e.g. m = 1.44 when
. When comparing the areas shaded red (maximum difference) in Fig. 2B and 2D we see a shift towards larger volumes for the lower refractive index case. Again, the largest difference between C scat consistently occurs when the bi-sphere diameter ratio is near 1. This provides strong evidence that the particle geometry is driving observed differences since it is at this sphere diameter ratio that the bi-sphere least resembles the equivalent volume sphere and the effect is refractive index independent.
Effect of bi-sphere geometry on optical properties of light-absorbing particles Fig. 3A compares the scattering and absorption efficiencies (/ scat and / abs ) for bi-spheres and equivalent volume spheres for homogeneous particles with m = 1.53 + 0.017i. This refractive index was chosen as a rough estimate of the atmospheric aerosols' average refractive index [30] [31] [32] . As observed in Fig. 3A , the volume normalized scattering efficiency data (/ scat ) exhibited identical trend to that discussed in Section 'effect of bi-sphere geometry on scattering for homogeneous dielectric particles'. The volume normalized light absorption efficiency (/ abs ) for the bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere cases were almost identical for the homogeneous particles. The top two plots in Fig 3A indicate differences in reconstructed light scattering and extinction between the bi-sphere and equivalent volume sphere cases for homogeneous, weakly light-absorbing particles of identical refractive index were on the order of a few percent. For both scattering and absorption, the volume equivalent sphere test case yielded slightly higher scattering and absorption coefficients (roughly 2.9% and 5% for scattering and absorption, respectively). A caveat of this analysis is the model results reflect an 'average' refractive index for atmospheric aerosol and assume a homogeneous composition for particles, however, this model is largely physically unrealistic. It is well known that different components of aerosol have varying light absorbing ability. For instance, black carbon (BC) or soot aerosol can absorb light very strongly and this aerosol component is presently thought to be insoluble and incapable of distributing itself homogeneously within particles. Furthermore, light absorbing organic molecules -here termed brown carbon (BrC), are also unlikely to partition equally between phases of a bi-phasic particle. As such, the results of Fig. 3A largely reflect a hypothetical case, rather than representative atmospheric phenomenon. However, it is interesting to note that bi-sphere geometry and volume equivalent spheres yielded nearly indistinguishable plots of / abs and only a 5% difference in integrated absorption for the particles considered.
The next case considered was one sphere having intermediate absorption (m = 1.63 + 0.02i; mimicking BrC) and the second sphere was a dielectric (m = 1.53 + 0i). This particular set of refractive indices were chosen to mimic mixed-phase particles containing inorganic salts and light absorbing organic compounds similar in composition to particles known as 'tarballs', brown carbon, or humic like materials [33, 34] . Such bi-phasic particles could conceivably exist in the atmosphere. Fig. 3B describes the special case for when d 1 = d 2 . Again, a shift in the / scat distribution for bi-spherical particles is observed relative to volume equivalent spheres. The / abs plots for bi-spheres and volume weighted spheres show very similar absorption efficiencies. However, if light absorption is integrated across the particle size distribution shown in Fig. 2A , a 5% difference results with the volume equivalent case resulting in slightly higher absorption. Fig. 4 presents image plots of the percent difference in scattering and absorption cross-sections between bi-sphere and volumeweighted equivalent sphere cases for alternate scenarios. In this case, the refractive index for each sphere in the bi-sphere geometry was different. One sphere was m = 1.53 + 0i and the second was m = 1.63 + 0.02i. Results indicate scattering behavior is very similar to that which has been previously discussed. Maximum difference between C scat values occur for particle volumes between 0.5 and 1 fL and a sphere diameter ratio near 1. Absorption cross-sections (C abs ) for the bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere cases compare within 10-15% for most sphere diameters and particle volumes. An exception is for cases in which the absorbing particle diameter (d 2 ) is less than half the dielectric sphere. For such cases, the bi-sphere absorption is much less than that projected for the volume weighted equivalent sphere.
A third case considered is for one dielectric bi-sphere (m = 1.53 + 0i) and the second sphere a strongly absorbing particle (m = 1. 8 + 0.8i). For this case, we again compare simulated optical properties for a bi-sphere with a volume equivalent sphere. Interestingly, the light absorption efficiency (/ abs ) for the bi-sphere case was lower than the volume equivalent sphere for all particle volumes. Fig. 3C also illustrates the per-unit-volume scattering efficiency (/ scat ) extends to larger volume particles. As discussed previously, this result is very consistent among all trials, but the shift is especially pronounced for this case. Results for this case (Fig. 3C) suggest the phase separated, bi-sphere geometry leads to much higher scattering (38% higher) and lower absorption (31% less) compared to homogeneous volume equivalent spheres when integrated across the typical urban size distribution. The 31% decrease in absorption, and 38% increase in scattering are the largest changes in integrated optical properties we have observed for our comparisons of bi-spherical and volume equivalent spheres. It appears the volume-weighted equivalent sphere model does not accurately predict the optical properties of bisphere particles in which one sphere strongly absorbs light.
Analysis of the directionality of light scattering for bispheres
Another factor affecting climate forcing by aerosols is the angular directionality of light scattering. In the light scattering literature, angular scattering is often described by the scattering phase function. In this report, we describe angular scattering by referencing the element P 11 of the 4 Â 4 Mueller matrix that relates the incident and scattered Stokes parameters [35] . In addition, the angular distribution of scattering is often reduced to less detailed parameters such as asymmetry parameter (g) or backscatter fraction (b) that describe the essence of the aerosols ability to scatter in the forward or reverse direction. It should be noted that these variables refer to hemispheric scattering as referenced to the direction of an incident beam of light, and do not reflect the fraction of sunlight backscattered into space since a solar zenith angle of 0°is rarely encountered on the Earth. Values for backscatter fraction (b) and asymmetry parameter (g) can be inputted into relatively simple equations to estimate direct radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols [36] . In general, increasing backscatter contributes to an increased aerosol cooling effect. Fig. 5A and B illustrate image plots of the S 11 element as a function of particle volume and scattering angle for the bi-sphere and equivalent sphere cases. Both plots appear similar with a large fraction of scattered light within the forward 20°cone. Figs. 5C and D report asymmetry parameter (g), backscatter fraction (b), and integrated backscattering considering the particle size distribution reported in Fig 2A. The plots suggest slight differences in both asymmetry parameter and backscatter fraction as a function of particle volume between the sphere and bi-sphere cases. Integration across the particle size distribution results in a 2% difference in integrated backscattering between the spherical and bisphere case. Modeled backscatter fractions were 0.0856 vs. 0.0873 for the two models.
Effect of core-shell geometry on scattering for dielectric particles Fig. 6 presents plots of / scat and / abs vs. particle volume for a variety of phase separated core-shell particles. Fig. 6A reports results for a dielectric particle with a core of m = 1.45 + 0i and a shell of m = 1.53 + 0i. The three trials reported in the plot represent three different core/particle diameter ratios ranging from 0.214 to 0.793. As observed in the plot, the red data points (core-shell model) agree very well with the solid black line (volume equivalent sphere). The largest departure between the core-shell and volume equivalent sphere models occurred at largest particle volume but was only 4.1%. Also, the value of / scat agreed to within 1% (core-shell vs. volume equivalent spheres) for 75% of the trials considered. This result suggests the volume-weighted averaging rule for predicting refractive index works well for non-absorbing particles provided the spherical geometry is conserved. Fig. 4 . Image plots of percent difference in single particle scattering (A) and absorption (B) cross-section for the bi-sphere and volume equivalent sphere test cases for a mixed bi-sphere with m = 1.53 + 0i and m = 1.63 + 0.02i. As observed, bi-sphere arrangement of particle volume can lead to increased scattering cross-section with largest increases occurring for particles 0.5-2.0 fL and diameter ratios between 0.75 and 1.25. The observed pattern for scattering is very similar to that encountered for dielectric particles. Bisphere particle absorption cross-section is frequently within approx. 10-15% of the volume weighted equivalent sphere case for d 2 /d 1 > 0.5. For smaller, light-absorbing spheres, volume-weighting leads to large over-estimates of light absorption relative to bi-spheres. (A and B) -Image plots of the S 11 element of the scattering matrix for the spherical and bi-sphere morphology. This indicates the directionality of light scattering as a function of particle volume. Plot (C) illustrates the scattering asymmetry parameter (g) plotted vs. particle volume for the bi-sphere and equivalent sphere cases. The inset plots backscatter fraction (b) vs. particle volume. Plot (D) illustrates the integrated backscattering as reconstructed from the backscatter fraction and data in Fig. 2A . Results indicate integrated backscattering is altered by approx. 2% for the bi-sphere case. Fig. 6 . Volume scattering and absorption efficiency vs. particle volume for (A) non-absorbing core-shell particles, (B) core-shell particles with weakly absorbing core, and (C) core-shell particles with a strongly absorbing core.
Effect of core-shell geometry on scattering and absorption for light absorbing particles It has long been known that morphological alteration of light absorbing particles can influence the absorption of light by the particle. In this work, we briefly consider two cases. First, a core-shell particle with a BrC inclusion (m = 1.63 + 0.02i) within a shell of m = 1.53 + 0i. Secondly, a particle with a core of m = 1.8 + 0.8i (similar to black carbon or soot) and a shell of m = 1.53 + 0i. Results for each are reported in Fig. 6B and C, respectively. Note, multiple core/particle diameter ratios have been considered.
For the BrC inclusion in Fig. 6B , note the good agreement between the red data points and black solid lines. These data series represent the values of / scat for the core-shell and equivalent sphere cases. For this case, the core-shell model and the volumemixing model for an equivalent sphere agreed to within 1% in half of trials conducted. Maximum difference in volume scattering efficiency observed was approx. 18%. This performance remains impressive, but is slightly less effective than for dielectric particles considered in section 'effect of core-shell geometry on scattering for dielectric particles'. Results for absorption of light (illustrated on second y-axis in Fig. 6B , C) were more varied. In general, computations predicted a weakly absorbing particle core (m = 1.63 + 0.02i) can lead to increased volume absorption efficiency (/ abs ) relative to a homogeneously mixed volume-equivalent sphere comparison case. Similar to the case for soot inclusions, enhancements tend to be largest when the lightabsorbing core has a small diameter and the shell is larger. It is not clear if such a particle morphology or absorption enhancement actually occurs for authentic aerosols containing BrC. The average difference in / abs between models was 24% for Fig. 6B with a maximum difference of 115%. Clearly, use of the volume-weighted mixing rule to predict light absorption by the phase-separated particles considered here is not a particularly accurate option. Fig. 6C expands this work by considering a core-shell particle in which the core is strongly light absorbing (m = 1.8 + 0.8i). For the test case in which the core was nearly 80% of the outer shell diameter, the light absorption between models was close -differing by only 3.4% on average. However, for smaller cores the agreement between models was not good. The computations suggest the core-shell configuration could either increase or decrease / abs relative to the volume-equivalent sphere case. For small volume particles, the core-shell model often led to increases in volume absorption efficiency. For particles greater than 5 Â 10 À14 mL, the opposite was generally true, and the hypothetical generation of a homogeneous, fully mixed particle (e.g. use of volume equivalent sphere) led to higher volume absorption efficiency. In any event, differences between models were routinely as high as 50%. Again, this indicates the volume-weighted mixing rule does not perform well for prediction of light absorption for mixed phase particles. This is particularly true when the absorbing inclusion absorbs light strongly.
Effect of engulfed particle morphology on light scattering and absorption
We consider two distinct categories of engulfed particles, mostly engulfed and partially engulfed (consult Fig. 1) . We model the mostly engulfed geometry as a two-sphere system in which the inner sphere touches the particle's edge. Fig. 7A -C reports results of the study for the mostly engulfed particles. As observed, values of / scat for the engulfed spheres and volume equivalent spheres agree reasonably well for all diameter ratios and refractive indices considered. Again, non-absorbing particles produced the best agreement between mostly engulfed and volume-averaged models with >80% of the / scat results agreeing to within 1%.
Roughly 50% of the weakly absorbing particles tested exhibited / scat values within 1% when mostly engulfed and volume equivalent structures were compared. Larger volume particles typically exhibited larger differences between models. Differences as high as 14.2% between modeled / scat values were encountered for the weak light absorption case (m = 1.53 + 0i; 1.63 + 0.02i). When the inclusion exhibited stronger light absorption (m = 1.53 + 0i; 1.8 + 0.8i), the % difference in / scat between the mostly engulfed and volume equivalent models was as high as 53% with only approx. 25% of particles agreeing to within 1%.
When considering absorption of light for the mostly engulfed case with a weakly absorbing inclusion (m = 1.63 + 0.02i), the discrete -dipole results and volume equivalent results (/ abs ) agree to within 20% in all cases. The average discrepancy between models was 6.3%. When the inclusion was strongly absorbing, the agreement between the two cases was considerably worse. Differences in / abs between the models were at least 20% in nearly half of the trials considered. On occasion the percent difference reached 50%. This result also suggests using the volume-mixing rule is not accurate for particles with strongly light absorbing inclusions.
The second type of engulfed particle considered is the partially engulfed case. This particle type was largely inspired by the work of Kwamena et al. who found mixed phase particles may organize themselves by forming a thin lens or layer of organic on the surface of another material [2] . For this work, we modeled the primary sphere material as having a refractive index similar to ammonium sulfate (m = 1.53 + 0i). The 'lens' was modeled by creating a second sphere of varying diameter, with the sphere center offset by 25% of the first sphere's diameter. As observed in Fig. 8A , values of / scat for the volume-equivalent and partially engulfed models agreed to within 5% for the non-absorbing particles considered. When the 'lens' contained a weak absorber (m = 1.62 + 0.02i) as in Fig. 8B , similar agreement between models was observed for / scat (agreement to within 3.3% on average). For a weakly absorbing inclusion, the volume-weighted, partially engulfed, and mostly engulfed models yielded similar values of volume absorption efficiencies (/ abs ). The / abs values agreed to within 7% on average. However, when a strongly absorbing inclusion was considered for the partially engulfed morphology (as in Fig 8c) , large differences between the volume weighted and engulfed models emerged. Such differences often exceeded 50%, which suggests volume averaging refractive indices is not effective when strongly absorbing inclusions are present. Significant differences in light absorption for the dark inclusion compared to the volume averaged case was observed for all models.
Conclusions & limitations of the analysis
Results suggest that distributing aerosol volume as phase separated bi-spheres can, in principle, significantly alter light scattering and absorption cross-sections and scattering and absorption efficiencies (/ scat and / abs ) for individual particles. Plots of volume normalized scattering efficiency (/ scat ) vs. single particle volume for the bi-sphere geometry were often shifted to larger volumes when compared to volume equivalent spheres. This effect was observed regardless of particle refractive index, indicating the particle shape was the driving force behind the effect. However, when an urban size distribution was used to model the expected integrated scattering coefficient (m À1 ), results suggest the bi-sphere and equivalent sphere models agree to within approx. 10% for non-absorbing or weakly absorbing particles. Since the model assumed every particle was distributed as a bi-sphere, and this is likely an unrealistic assumption, the modeled result suggests phase partitioning into bi-spheres may cause only a minor alteration of integrated scattering for non-absorbing or weakly absorbing atmospheric aerosols. This may explain why reconstruction of aerosol scattering through use of size-distributions and assumption of spherical geometry has been successfully described in the literature [37] [38] [39] .
We also determined that phase separated bi-spheres, and engulfed particles absorb light similarly (<10-15% difference) to their volume equivalent counterpart spheres for weakly light absorbing particles resembling properties of atmospheric brown carbon, humic-like materials, or tarballs. However, for a bi-sphere with one strongly light -absorbing sphere, both absorption crosssections and integrated light absorption can be >30% different from the volume equivalent sphere case. Similar magnitude errors were found when considering dark inclusions within engulfed and core-shell particles.
In terms of broader science implications, this effort and the previous experimental work of Lang-Yona et al. [17] provide significant insights into the applicability of the linear volume-mixing based approach for prediction of refractive index for internally mixed aerosol. Our results suggest that prediction of refractive index of internally mixed particles via using volume-mixing ratios is frequently very accurate for non-absorbing or very weakly absorbing particles of near spherical morphology. However, for particles that have strongly absorbing inclusions the volume mixing approach frequently predicts absorption very different from the explicit and exact models of particles. Results of this study are largely consistent with the previous experimental observations. For instance, Lang Yona et al. found linear volume mixing rules could be used to predict refractive index/optical behavior of non-absorbing and very weakly absorbing particles. However, when the authors attempted to apply the same rules to strongly light absorbing particles, significant errors resulted [40] . Both the previous experimental results and this computational effort Fig. 7 . Volume scattering and absorption efficiency vs. particle volume for (A) non-absorbing mostly engulfed particles, (B) mostly engulfed particles with weakly absorbing core, and (C) mostly engulfed particles with a strongly absorbing core. Fig. 8 . Plots of volume scattering and absorption efficiency vs. particle volume for (A) non-absorbing particles, (B) weakly absorbing particles, and (C) particles with a strongly absorbing surface inclusion or shell. Case A mimics an organic shell or lens containing a non-absorber. Case B mimics an organic lens containing weakly absorbing BrC.
suggest linear volume mixing rules are often inaccurate for modeling light absorption by aerosols.
In addition, we report that partitioning particles into bi-sphere geometry does not radically affect asymmetry parameter (g) or backscatter fraction (b) when considering integrated light scattering across the particle size-distribution. This result suggests considering bi-sphere morphology effects may not be necessary to effectively model backscattering and climate forcing by aerosol particles. Such a realization is significant to climate modeling efforts since it eliminates computational resources that otherwise might be required to model atmospheric radiative transport. Since the bi-sphere geometry is furthest removed from the volume equivalent sphere case, it is safe to assume the core-shell or engulfed geometries will not produce backscatter fractions vastly different from volume equivalent spheres.
Also, we have given descriptive statistics in terms of % difference between models, or the fraction of runs agreeing to within a certain percent. We intend these values to be quantitative guides for the reader of the general agreement between models. These values will change depending on the situational specifics, and the statistical values given are not intended to serve as bounds or limits to the accuracy of the linear volume mixing rule.
This work considers only the morphological differences of particle organization. If bi-sphere, core-shell or engulfed geometry leads to alteration of chemical processes leading to increases or decreases in aerosol mass yields or prevalence, this would not be accounted for in this analysis. In fact, any secondary effect of the bi-sphere relative to the volume equivalent sphere is not considered here. Furthermore, particle size also appears to be an important factor affecting phase separation as Veghte et al. [3] found mixed phase particles below approx. Dp = 200 nm tend to be homogeneous, however larger particles of pimelic or succinic acid mixed with ammonium sulfate readily phase separated. No such effects are considered here.
